See Website www.fortfield.com Part G - - for Mr N. Murray Edwards
As a former Senior Officer and Senior Vice President of MAC and as a whistleblower, I have sought to
discharge my legal, business, ethical and moral responsibilities and in doing so, provide greater
transparency for the stakeholders surrounding the inherent culture and financial framework within
MAC. This objective of transparency is seemingly in conflict with the board of directors and is the key
reason why I have sought to highlight these concerns in public by now implementing my suggested
proposals at this year’s AGM - see part H - with the publication of this information.

A340-500/600 contract - volumes/units and MAC Balance Sheet

Mr Edwards was asked during his initial testimony by video in the UK public court on 5 June 2008
Mr Edwards I have no recollection. In this industry there are repeated obligations on revenue and price
increases to reflect cost increases. I have no recollection of the detail.
Judge
No more questions on detail. ME has no day-to-day knowledge
Mr Little
In my experience he has a phenomenal memory
Judge
On what has been suggested, where you say you do not have recollection, are you being
untruthful?
Mr Edwards That is incorrect. I take offence at that. I believe my memory is good but I can’t recall things I
wasn’t involved in.
Mr Little
10 August 2006 After the Board meeting. Our meeting included a discussion of the A340-500
and 600 programme being under review in Airbus, which would have a serious effect on our
recovery………
Mr Edwards Your role was in relation to marketing issues, but I wasn’t involved at that level of detail
Mr Little
I said it would mean write offs on our Balance Sheet
Mr Edwards You never mentioned it to me at all
(Perjury? – (1))
<BL Observation – (1) Contrary to Mr Edwards oral evidence above Magellan’s UK legal team
led by Mr Lynch QC, in their Respondents PD schedule dated 16 November 2007 provided to
the court, ACCEPT that I disclosed the A340 PD23 information to Mr Neill and Mr Edwards
after the MAC Board Meeting.
PD23 is stated in my Witness Statement at para 212 ------ “After the MAC Board on 10
August 2006, while I was still in Toronto, I had a meeting with Mr. Neill and Mr. Edwards on a
number of matters. During this meeting, I told Mr Edwards of my concerns regarding the
A340 programme and also informed Mr Edwards and Mr. Neill that on the basis of my own
market intelligence, I understood that three scenarios were being considered by Airbus for the
A340 programme – namely 60, 80 or 100 further aircraft deliveries from January 2007.
Compared with the assumption of a further 800 exhaust system deliveries from January 2007
assumed in the EAC this represented a downgrade of perhaps 50% and in my opinion, had
serious adverse implications for MAC’s ability to recover the NRC in the Group balance sheet
against the future profits from this programme, which we would have to address through our
accounts and disclosure to the stock market. This was my Twenty-third Protected
Disclosure.” >
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Most curious then that Mr Edwards – a lawyer by training - would deny it under oath to the UK
court / Tribunal. At first he stated he had no recollection of this meeting, claiming he was
unable to recall things he wasn’t involved in – ignoring the fact that he had been directly
involved. He then denied outright in court that I had told him the news from Airbus would
mean write-offs on the balance sheet of up to 50% of our anticipated future A340 volumes. As
we know, bad news regarding the A340 project could hardly have come as a surprise to him.
He knew as the previous CEO that MAC had underbid and under- costed it from the outset. But
this was even worse – the volume cut-back would expose the company’s inability to recover
the NRC, and it would trash the Balance Sheet and cash recoveries. His denial in court, despite
his QC’s PD schedule instructions to the contrary, that I had even discussed it with him and Mr
Neill was viewed as the performance of a man viewed in panic and evasion, apparently
forgetting which lie he had told last.

And Mr Edwards immediately continued in cross-examination
on A340 Estimate at Completion (EAC) , Pricing and units

Mr Little

Was a C$30m write off a big issue for the companies/shareholders funds?
Replicated A340 EAC Summary scenarios from BL/Deloittes – 4242A)
Mr Edwards I cannot say: it would be based on speculation
(Edwards prior FY2002 MAC Financial statements experience in March 2003)
Mr Little
The write offs from 2006 were signed off by all of us?

(2) This had not been my experience, as you can read below in Mr Edwards personal written
authorisation of the final settlement offer to Aircelle 11 / 14 August 2006 made by Mr Butyniec. This
final settlement offer was for A340 pricing which was LOWER than the A340 - Q2.2006 EAC pricing
assumptions. Mr Butyniec’s final offer would also lead to REDUCED program revenues of a further
$5.2m-$8.9m on top of the “management over-ride” by Mr Dekker and Mr Neill of the publicly
unrecorded /non-disclosed Gross losses of $5.2m in the Q2.2006 EAC produced in late July 2006.
The MAC Board meeting minutes on the 11 May 2006 records that Mr Edwards advised the directors
that the following are significant issues the Corporation has to resolve: Aeronca’s contractual issue with
Aircelle on pricing for the A380,A340 and A318…”. At the next MAC Board on 10 August 2006 during
my attendance there was NO proposal made to the Board by Mr Butyniec or Mr Neill /Mr Dekker to
seek the approval of a final pricing counter-offer to Aircelle – see my Question 2 to Mr Dimma in
Website Part B (doc 268-273).
Mr Edwards at precisely that same time re Q2.2006 also authorised Mr Butyniec’s 11/14 August 2006
final offer for settlement with Aircelle (as did Mr Dekker) which stated “final” pricing for the A340500/600 which was LOWER than we had used in the Q2.2006 EAC. Given the senior management and
MAC Board attention it had received over the last twelve months and its significiance it naturally
required Mr Edwards approval. As you can read Murray Edwards authorised that Final Pricing Offer to
Aircelle (not negotiating with ourselves any longer) in his 12 August 2006 email with the comment
“Letter looks fine to me. Let's hope this puts this issue to bed."
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Although just a couple of days after my PD23 protected disclosure above from this written email
approval it appeared now that Mr Edwards and MAC were now prepared to settle at these levels/terms
and concede those lower A340 Revenues and higher gross losses (>5.2m) than those in the official and
only Q2.2006 EAC. I know Mr Furbay at Aeronca was never asked to produce a further EAC
incorporating these pricing concessions (and I never saw one) but Mr Dekker and Butyniec must have
done so to obtain the approval of Mr Edwards and Neill. To this day I do not understand why these
LOWER pricing terms were approved by Mr Edwards and Mr Dekker and suddenly became acceptable
on 11-14 August 2006 , just hours before Mr Dekker publicly released the Q2.2006 results to the TSE.
Lest it be missed this is a precise example of the detail which Mr Edwards was involved in despite his
evidence above. So, contrary to the impression he worked hard to give the Tribunal of his having a
general approach to it, Mr Edwards intervenes in the detail of the business and exercises a very handson approach to running MAC. He participated in more than 90% of the Magellan weekly staff meetings
for several hours each Tuesday. For A340 examples read 15 Aug. 2006-doc .2021, 12 Sept. 2006doc.2179.
This means he is aware of all the strategic issues affecting the company’s profitability, especially its
biggest Balance Sheet item, the A340. So, when in court he was also asked the question as you will read
below - “Have you any idea of what the orders position is re this (A340) aircraft?” it was not credible
for him to say “Not at all”.

< BL ObservatIon : You may now listen to one part of the audio tape during my interview in Belfast of
the relevant evidence /information about pricing and costs provided to PwC on 29 January 2007 at the
start of their investigation”.
This is the reinforced in my witness statement at paragraph

208 This together (referring to my witness statement paragraphs 203-207: A350-1000 XWB launch, A340
upgrade and order cancellation, A340 zero aircraft orders recorded by Airbus at Farnborough Airshow 2006 and
thence falling A340 production rates – 2007-2009, A340 exhaust system pricing and rising internal MAC A340
costs) with

the Aeronca quarterly EAC Q2.2006 gross loss of $5m shown in the Q2.2006 EAC
(Document EAC – see volume 5, page 1830) plus SG&A of at least another $5m + meant there
were over $10m losses on the project even before considering the full impact of this
substantial reduction in over 800 exhaust system/nacelles in the programme by 2012. I also
wish to record that in the final draft report PwC correctly state at paragraph 8.61 that “Brian
Little stated in the EY presentation that his concerns regarding the treatment of the A340 were
raised following Q2 FY2006” - and this has been deleted in the final report.
209 As a result I believed that over $10m needed to be written off from the capitalised
NRC value in the MAC balance sheet. If disclosed fully, such an adjustment was likely to have
a substantial adverse impact on MAC’s financial position and importantly, likely to be a
significant consideration in the context of the forward profits guidance provided by the Group to
the Toronto Stock Exchange.>
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This is the Chairman, a former CEO of the business, a man with a remarkable memory and grasp of
detail, talking about the most important and closely monitored item in the history of the company – a
contract he won. And now we know that it has been flagged up to him since 2002 as a hot potato in an
anonymous letter. He could easily have come out with a figure or overall sense but he chose to be
evasive. Indeed, having made a case to the Court that he could not be expected to remember details,
this denial can only be explained as a deliberate and cynical attempt to support that fiction. And would
every other MAC Ordinary shareholder not reasonably expect that as Chairman he should be involved
and know the A340 detail given the long history and substance of such a project and finances since he
was CEO.
It was, as he had quite rightly had identified himself, the number one customer contract and financial
issue in MAC!! He also signed the Annual Balance Sheet Assets, Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity – for
example FY2006.
and shortly after the above I suffered my first “seizure” / period of unconsciousness in the UK Court.
As a result Mr Edwards testimony - he trained as a lawyer - continued (the day after the Magellan
Aerospace FY2008 financial statements were published to the TSE and public) by video conference on
Tuesday 31 March 2009

Mr Little

Are you saying you believe the pricing side was addressed but you’re not sure of the 2006
financial accounts.
Mr Edwards We have independent auditors come into Magellan on a regular basis to do annual review.
In each case EY signed off the statements. I have to rely on my professional advisors
Mr Little
The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management
Mr Edwards When your auditors <sign> statements they have done a thorough detailed review.
Directors can’t get into details and rely on the professionals. Given your sensitivity and
since you’ve gone we have gone through due diligence and we have to rely on them. And
shortly later
Mr Little

Document 3602. Have you seen this before?
(Airbus Orders & Deliveries spreadsheet
from their website - Feb 2007)
Mr Edwards No
Mr Little
Airbus website . Orders column for A340-500/600. Total now 153. This was the document
now provided to PwC and also what was given to E&Y. Have you any idea of what the
orders position is re this aircraft?
Mr Edwards Not at all
<BL Observation – (4) (Note:A340 significiance to MAC finances as the largest asset for
cash recovery in MAC Balance Sheet & my email to Mr Edwards (and Mr Dimma) in Sept.
2007 with A340 illustrative examples on PwC “findings of fact” omissions/errors etc.). This
Exhibit was in the PwC report at Exhibit 8.2. Please also note that Mr Edwards received a
letter dated 4 December 2006 with a dossier which contained DIR44 –UK Times article– 28
Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels $4bn orders”. See also Website
Part D Exhibits 8.1-8.4 and related oral evidence.
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You may also now listen to the audio tape of the relevant evidence/ information, during
my interview in Belfast on 29 January 2007, about the A340 Emirates Airlines cancellation
of 18 A340-600 aircraft by October 2006 provided to PwC at the start of their
investigation.>
Mr Little

It is reduced. The orders position has reduced. Do you see why I continued to be
concerned that you’re not aware that management have misrepresented, misled and been
untruthful to the public and to the auditors, and PwC have not included any documents
that would undermine this?

Judge

What is being suggested is management has deliberately over-stated the health of the
project by deliberately mis stating the figures. Are you able to comment?

Mr Edwards He used the word untruthful and I take some offence at that. My view of Mr Neill, Mr
Dekker, Mr Butyniec – they do things right and with integrity. It bothers me to hear that
comment. E&Y has been in my view absolutely diligent in producing these accounts. Have
been super sensitive and have never provided the Board of Directors with any reason for
write-off - given their degree of professionalism – one can always point to a number of
variables. Economy has slowed down, have to look at the pricing/cost forecast. We don’t
have the skill set to focus on this one issue. PwC/EY would also look at revenue/costs

Mr Edwards participated in more than 90% of the Magellan weekly staff meetings for several hours
each Tuesday. For example, please consider 15 Aug. 2006-doc.2021, 12 Sept. 2006-doc.2179.
<Factually Magellan Aerospace have delivered 121 units (30.25 aircraft sets from January 2007 to 31
October 2010 which completes Airbus Toulouse aircraft production (at a total build of 131 A/C) as per
the Airbus 2010-2014 schedule and which produced only 11 units for Spares in 2007- October 2010.

Pricing copies of the relevant Edwards / Dekker 11/12 August approvals/actual
documentation follow to demonstrate Murray Edwards’s actual involvement
and approval (natural for any Chairman on this issue) on A340 pricing .
I also draw your attention to my PwC.A340.Forensic.deceit report paragraph 9. 1 (pages 16+17) and
paragraph 9.10 (pages 40 - 45) which is supported by the factual analysis in paragraphs 9.2 – 9.9
(pages 17 – 40 and my A340 pricing – “management’s assertion” – PwC para.8.62b – maths
wrong/untruthful: A340 quantities – “management asserts” – PwC para 8.72/8.76 – untruthful/
industry PwC logic+maths wrong.>
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